The nucleotide sequence of the canine parvovirus (CPV2) from map units 33 to 95 has been determined. This includes the entire coat protein gene and noncoding sequences at the 3' end of the gene, exclusive of the terminal inverted repeat. The predicted capsid protein structures are discussed and compared with those of the rodent parvoviruses H-1 and MVM.
not H-1, contain methionine AUG codons (at 525 in CPV2) in the area from 20 nucleotides 3' to the TATA box to the end of the NCVP1 reading frame. These are not consensus initiation sequences, and all of them are followed closely by termination codons (10) . Thus, they should not be expected to interfere with the initiation on the downstream AUG codons (11) . The first ATG in H-1 distal to the putative cap site is at the position of the ATG (nucleotide 613) in CPV2 that is within a highly conserved section of sequence following the NCVP1 gene terminator at 604. This ATG has the most preferred flanking sequences for initiation of translation, AXXAUGG (10) . The 10 codons immediately following are highly conserved, with four of five nucleotide changes 630 (compared with H-1) being in redundant positions and the fifth resulting in a conservative switch from lysine to arginine. The CPV2 sequence then diverges considerably from that of H-1 and MVM at nucleotide 651. This region contains terminators for all three reading frames in all of these viruses. Therefore, if we contend that the AUG at 613 codes for the amino terminus of the coat protein VP1, the region immediately after 651 must be an intron. In support of this, the sequence at 642 to 648, AGGTAAG, is a consensus splice donor site, except it has AG dinucleotides preceding it within 20 nucleotides (4) . This is also in agreement with the mapping of a splice site to this region in MVM by Si nuclease analysis (16) .
Direct analysis of the H-1 capsid protein VP2 by protein sequencing and amino acid analysis of mapped peptide fragments has placed the amino terminus for VP2 at the ATG at m.u. 54 or nucleotide 1114 in Fig. 1 (14) . This ATG is conserved in CPV2, H-1, and MVM, and it is within the large open reading frame which extends from nucleotide 689 to 2867 of Fig. 1 . This region was shown to code for both VP1 and VP2 in H-1 (8) . Thus, VP2 is embedded completely within the larger VP1, and its molecular weight is predicted to be 65,000 (65K), close to the estimate of 67K by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (13) . Virus was propagated, titers were determined, and replicative form DNA was prepared as previously described (13) . Fragments of CPV2 replicative form DNA were cloned into M13 vectors and sequenced by the dideoxynucleotide method as previously described (18 The primary amino acid structure of VP2 was predicted by the nucleotide sequence, and the complete structure of VP1 will also be known once the exact splicing arrangements have been determined (Fig. 1) . We compared the structures of VP1 (VP2) of H-1 and CPV and H-1 and MVM for the predicted structures of VP1 by using the splice sites discussed above (Fig. 3) . The upper two panels plot a function that measures homology of amino acid sequence in a moving window of seven residues, with a value of 1 for a complete match and a value of 0 for no matches. Figure 3A compares H-1 with MVM and Fig. 3B compares H-1 with CPV2. It is readily apparent that the amino-terminal portions of the reading frame are highly homologous. The VP2 protein begins at residue 138 for H-1 in Fig. 3 (at the arrow), a region that is homologous in both MVM and CPV2. H-1 is more homologous to MVM than CPV2, as expected, and the comparison of these two patterns shows that the areas of high divergence tend to occur in the same positions. Figure  3C and D represents functions which describe the hydrophilicity of local areas of the H-1 or CPV2 capsid proteins, and Fig. 3E is a graphic of the predicted sheet or alpha helix structures. In general, the more highly conserved domains are the hydrophobic ones, and the hydrophilic domains tend to be poorly conserved. All three of these viruses have a highly conserved glycine-rich region at residues 165 to 182 in which 13 of 18 amino acids are glycine. Glycine is a strong breaker of the alpha helix (5), so this region is expected to be a random coil. Following this section, the middle portions of the polypeptide are rich in hydrophobic amino acids, and the Hopp and Woods plot reflects this, with the function being largely negative from ca. residue 180 to 400. It will be of interest to determine which domains are on the external surface of the virion and which define the major antigenic epitopes of the parvovirus capsids. The trypsin-sensitive site of H-1 full capsids has been mapped to the two arginine residues corresponding to arginine residues 154 and 157 in CPV2 (14) . Since this region is conserved, it is likely that this is a surface domain in CPV2 as well.
The sequences determined here do not include the inverted repeat at the viral 5' terminus. They do include the bulk of the 5' noncoding region. A possible polyadenylate signal, AATAAA, occurs at nucleotide 3193, and this is the homologous position of a similar signal in H-1 and MVM. As in the parvovirus H-1, there is a tandem repeat in the 
